International Seminar
Stockholm, May 20th-21st, 2016
Italian Institute of Culture “C.M. Lerici”

Beyond Rome.
Architects' Travels between the Nordic Countries and the Mediterranean

Day One - Research Seminar
Italian Institute of Culture ‘C.M. Lerici’
Stockholm, 20th May 2016

9:30 - Welcome
Elena Basile, Ambassador of Italy
Virginia Plombo, Director of the Italian Institute of Culture ‘C.M. Lerici’

9:45 - Opening
Johan Mårtensson, Antonello Alci

10:00 - Session One - The Travel to the Mediterranean
Chair: Anna Bertouzzi, Stockholm University
Decentralizing Rome. Nordic architectural travels to the wider Mediterranean region
Johan Mårtensson, Director Swedish Research Institute in Istanbul
Architects and archaeologists: Swedish architects at excavations in Italy in the 20th century
Kristian Géronsson, Director Swedish Institute of Classical Studies in Rome
Souvenirs of Pompeii in the Scandinavian architecture of the first decades of the twentieth century
Fabio Mangone, Università di Napoli “Federico II”
Sicily through the eyes of foreigners: travelling architects. A research project of Catania University
Paola Barbera, Maria Rosaria Vitale, Salvatore Giaffrida, Università di Catania
Discussion

11:30 - 11:50 Pause
Archaeology imaginary of contemporary: the voyage as tool of project transposition. The Woodland Cemetery after Pompeii’s experience
Adriana Bernier, Università di Napoli “Federico II”
Southern Echoes in a Swedish Wanderer. Ragnar Östberg’s itineraries (1896-1899)
Chiara Montecuccoli, EPFL. École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
Discussion

12:40-14:00 - Lunch break

14:00 - Afternoon session
Chair: Christina Pech, KTH, Royal Institute of Technology
Southern light and Northern reflections – on Einar Forsell’s travel to Sicily
Gertrud Olsson, KTH, Stockholm, Visiting scholar SIRI, Istanbul
Innovative Approaches to Traditional Construction: Sigurd Lewerentz in the Mediterranean and the Baltic
Ingild Campo-Ruiz, Madrid
Confluences of two worlds in Peter Celsing’s architecture. Outside & Inside – West & East
Daniel Fernández-Carracedo, University of Madrid
Discussion

15:10-15:30 - Pause

15:30 - Session Two
The Travel to the Nordic Countries
Chair: Antonio Alci, Università Politecnica delle Marche, Ancona
Young Italian architects to the North in post War II: the Academy of St. Luke’s study tour in Sweden and Denmark in 1958
Saverio Sturm, Università di Roma 2a
Nordic Resonances in the Italian architectural magazines
Giovanni Belfucci, Monica Prencipe, Università Politecnica delle Marche, Ancona
Discussion

17:00 - Final discussion

Day Two - Study Tour
Mediterranean Resonances in Stockholm
Stockholm, 21st May 2016
Tour starts at 10:00 am from the Stadshuset (Please register):

10:00 - Stadshuset
11:30 - Stadsbiblioteket
Tour in the City Center
15:00 - Skogskyrkogården